[The origin of an extra chromosome 21 in families of children with Down syndrome].
These are the first studies on the origin of nondisjunction of trisomy 21 in the USSR. Parental contribution was established in 84 of 140 families observed. In 66% cases the nondisjunction took place in oogenesis and in 34% cases - in spermatogenesis. Among the children, who inherited the additional chromosome from father, boys predominate. Compilative work on all the data available concerning the origin of the 21 nondisjunction has been performed; the factors favouring nondisjunction in I and II mitotic divisions in female meiosis, both genetical and age-dependent, have been considered. The great importance of the disturbances taking place in spermatogenesis for etiology is emphasized. It is proved that somatic hyperploidy does not serve as an indicator of predisposition for chromosome nondisjunction in meiosis.